
Two Minutes Over Baghdad Amos Perlmutter:
The Untold Story of a Daring Operation
About Amos Perlmutter

Amos Perlmutter, an Israeli military pilot, is known for his exceptional bravery and
skill in executing challenging missions. Among these extraordinary missions
includes a daring operation over Baghdad that lasted only two minutes. This
article aims to shed light on this remarkable event and Amos Perlmutter's role in
it.

The Setting: Baghdad

During the late 1980s, the city of Baghdad, Iraq, was in the midst of a turbulent
period. Ruled by Saddam Hussein, the country faced numerous conflicts and
threats from various sources. The Israeli military intelligence believed that Iraq
was developing nuclear weapons, posing a significant threat to regional stability.
It was against this backdrop that Amos Perlmutter's mission took place.

The Mission: Operation Eitan

Operation Eitan was a covert operation carried out by the Israeli Air Force on
June 7, 1981. The objective was to destroy the Osirak nuclear reactor located
near Baghdad, which was believed to be responsible for Iraq's nuclear weapons
development. The success of this mission was vital for Israel's national security.
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Amos Perlmutter's Role

Amos Perlmutter was one of the Israeli pilots entrusted with executing the
mission. His piloting skills, combined with his courage and dedication to his
country, made him a perfect candidate for such a challenging task. Perlmutter,
along with other pilots, meticulously planned the operation and trained
extensively to ensure its success.

Operation Execution

On the day of the mission, Amos Perlmutter and his fellow pilots boarded their
jets and took off from a base in Israel. The journey to Baghdad was perilous, as
they had to cross hostile territories and evade enemy radar systems. The pilots
flew at extremely low altitudes to avoid detection, relying on their skills and the
element of surprise.

As they approached the Osirak nuclear reactor, Perlmutter spotted the target and
deployed his precision-guided munitions. In a matter of seconds, the bombs
struck the reactor, effectively disabling it and thwarting Iraq's nuclear ambitions.
The operation was meticulously planned to minimize civilian casualties, targeting
only the reactor itself.
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The Aftermath

Following the successful execution of Operation Eitan, word spread about Amos
Perlmutter's courageous act. The mission's impact resonated not just within Israel
but also on an international scale. Though controversial, it remains an exceptional
example of military precision and strategic planning.

Legacy and Recognition

Amos Perlmutter's role in Operation Eitan solidified his place in Israeli military
history. His bravery and dedication to protecting his country earned him
numerous accolades and recognition. Perlmutter's story serves as an inspiration
to future generations, highlighting the importance of unwavering commitment to
one's mission and the lengths one can go to ensure the safety of their homeland.

Two minutes over Baghdad forever etched Amos Perlmutter's name in the annals
of Israeli military history. His daring contribution to Operation Eitan showcased
the power of precision, bravery, and unwavering commitment. This untold story
serves as a testament to the heroes who risk their lives for the greater good,
ensuring the safety and security of their nations.

alt attribute: Amos Perlmutter: The Untold Story of Operation Eitan's
Daring Mission Over Baghdad
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A detailed account of the way Israel dealt with the Iraqi nuclear buildup between
its launch in 1974 and the destruction of the Tamuz I reactor on 7 June 1981. This
updated account includes formerly classified information and photographs taken
during the mission and from US spy satellites.
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